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The first bird flu case in human was reported in Hong Kong in
1997, since then bird flu infection in human have occurred in Laos,
Vietnam, Thailand, Cambodia, Indonesia, China, Croatia, Indonesia,
Kazakhstan, Mongolia, Romania, Russia, Turkey, and Malaysia.  Since
2003, millions of bird have been infected and have been killed to contain
the spread of the virus.  When bird flu infect human the chance of death is
as high as 30-40%.

Signs and symptoms of bird flu resemble those of conventional
flu, including:

- Cough
- Fever
- Sore throat
- Muscle aches
Flu symptoms usually last about 7 to 9 days but can lead to pneu-

monia and other serious complications in young children and elderly people.
Currently, the medical community all over the world is bracing for a pos-
sible world wide pandemic of flu outbreak such as one in 1918 and 1919
that killed millions of people.

There are 3 types of the flu that can infect human, type A, B and
C.  Type B and C cause mild flu symptoms and can only infect human.
Type C causes severe flu symptoms and can infect other animals including
birds, pigs, horses, whales and seals.

Type C flu is the one that is responsible for the current Bird flu
scare it is called H5N1 strain.  It is not completely know how this stain is
able to jump from bird to human directly yet.

Scientist thinks that wild ducks can carry the virus a long distance
from one country to another and can then infect chicken, turkey and geese
which can then infect us when they come in close contact with us.
It is believed that an open air market place where bird and chicken come
in close contact with human can be a starting point for bird flu to spread to
human.  Once this has accord then the spread will be quickly passed on
from one person to another causing severe pandemic world wide.
Besides open market, other locations where bird flu can spread are in
small farms where chickens and pigs are raised in homes and cock fighting
arenas.

Recommendations for travelers: if you're traveling to Southeast
Asia consider these public health recommendations:

- Avoid rural areas, small farms and especially any close contact
  with domesticated fowl.
- Avoid open-air markets.
- Wash your hands.
- Use alcohol-based hand sanitizers.
- Watch your kids.  Don't let them put their dirty hands in their
   mouths.
- Don't eat raw eggs or food made out of raw eggs.
- Get a flu shot before you travel.
- Heat kills bird flu virus so cooked chicken or duct is safe to
   eat as long as it is prepare cleanly.

Treatment:
Right now, the primary treatment for the flu is a
medication called Tami flu it works by prevent-
ing the virus from escaping its host cell. It's not
clear how effective Tami flu will be against bird
flu H5N1.
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